
Bird Scare
Predator Eye

Predator Eye
Applications:
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Machine Sheds

Barns/Stables

Grain Storage

Gardens

Marinas

Orchards

Grape Arbors

Landscaping

Houses

Small Trees

Warehouses

Rice Fields

Gardens

Gazebos

Many more

What Are Predator Eyes?

Recommendations

Instructions:

Mounting Bracket

Bird Scare Predator Eyes are an easy to
install, visual bird deterrent that creates a
predatory presence with staring “eyes”,
movement and bright colors. They are an
economical method for spot control of
nuisance birds.

Bird Scare Predator Eyes can be hung
from any overhanging structure or from
Nixalite’s Predator Eye Mounting Bracket.
Use them for bird problems inside as well
as out.

For best results, vary the positions, colors
and string length of the Bird Scare
Predator Eyes every two to four weeks.
Make sure the Predator Eyes have room
for free movement (except in high wind
applications). This helps prevent
predictability, which birds will come to
recognize.

For inside use, hang the Predator Eyes
high enough to clear obstacles, yet low
enough to be seen by birds flying towards
the doorway or opening.

For fields, elevate the Predator Eyes high
enough so they are clearly visible to
approaching birds. The number of “eyes”
required per acre will vary with each
application. You may need to change
colors, locations and display heights or add
more Predator Eyes until the desired
control is achieved.

In high wind areas, hang the Bird Scare
Predator Eye from the top loop as normal.
Tie an additional line to the bottom loop
(where tail attaches) and secure to a
structure or surface below.

Inflate the Predator Eye with air.
over inflate or use helium.

Peel the shiny eye spot decals off the sup-
plied decal sheet and apply to the center
of the “eyes”. Attach the streamer tail to
the air valve at the bottom of the Bird
Scare Predator Eye.

To hang, use a weather resistant string
or line (not supplied) and tie it to the
top loop of the Bird Scare Predator Eye
(opposite of air valve). If the Mounting
Bracket is used, tie the other end of the
line to the hole provided at the end of
the bracket. If not, tie the line to any
structure above to provide maximum
movement and visibility.

The number of Bird Scare Predator
Eyes required will vary with each appli-
cation. It may be necessary to add more
“eyes” to the ones already installed.
Continue to swap positions, colors and
display heights until the effectiveness is
satisfactory.

A heavy-duty aluminum mounting bracket
is available to make mounting the Bird
Scare Predator Eye easy. The 24” long
bracket can be fastened to most surfaces
with the supplied mounting screws. The
bracket provides room for free movement
of the Predator Eye.
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Available in
Black & Yellow

Aluminum
Mounting
Bracket

Note: ALWAYS read all product information and the product label before application!!
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